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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - PROPOSAL OVERVIEW 

Atlantic Link is a 1,000-megawatt (MW) capacity high voltage-direct current (HVDC) subsea transmission 
cable that will reliably and cost-effectively deliver fixed-price, carbon-free energy from Atlantic Canada to 
Massachusetts for 20 years, and beyond. This project is being proposed by Emera Inc. subsidiary Clean Power 
Northeast Development Inc. (CPNE), in response to the Massachusetts Clean Energy RFP that was issued 
March 31, 2017 by the state’s electric distribution companies (EDCs).  

Commencing in December 2022, the approximately 375-mile Atlantic Link cable (see Figure 1) will deliver 
onshore wind, firmed by hydro power, directly to Massachusetts through new facilities connected to existing 
transmission infrastructure adjacent to the soon-to-retire Pilgrim nuclear station at Plymouth. Project 
construction will create jobs in, and substantial economic benefit for, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

   
Atlantic Link – Route Options          Figure 1 

CPNE is actively engaging permitting agencies and other stakeholders to solicit feedback on Atlantic Link’s 
two route alternatives, shown in Figure 1. These route alternatives are the result of desk top studies, 
consultations and a detailed marine survey conducted in May 2017. Feedback from stakeholders is critical to 
the route alternatives analysis being developed for permit applications.  

Atlantic Link will significantly contribute toward the Commonwealth’s achievement of legislated 
requirements for sustainable, long-term reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. The project will 
fundamentally diversify the state’s energy supply through a new, direct transmission connection to a region 
with abundant incremental non-emitting energy resources. Atlantic Link will deliver low-cost clean energy 
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and optimize infrastructure that would otherwise be unused (or underutilized) following closure in 2019 of 
the Pilgrim nuclear station. 

Atlantic Link is designed to require virtually no new terrestrial transmission – either at landfall in Plymouth or 
at its origination point, on property adjacent to an existing electric substation at Coleson Cove, New 
Brunswick.  

Atlantic Link’s project developer and owner, Clean Power Northeast Development, is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Emera Inc., a geographically diverse energy and services company headquartered in Halifax, 
Nova Scotia. Emera has approximately $23 billion in assets and 2016 revenues of more than $3 billion. The 
company invests in electricity generation, transmission and distribution, gas transmission and distribution, 
and utility energy services with a strategic focus on transformation from high carbon to low carbon energy 
sources. Emera has investments throughout North America, and in four Caribbean countries. The company’s 
common and preferred shares are listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX: EMA). 

Atlantic Link will deliver 5.69 terawatt hours (TWh) of clean energy annually from Atlantic Canada directly to 
Massachusetts.  

The HVDC technology proposed for Atlantic Link is proven for reliable delivery of large quantities of energy 
over long distances, and Emera has recent experience successfully constructing similar subsea transmission 
infrastructure in Atlantic Canada. 

The supply mix for Atlantic Link is 4.14 TWh annually of Class I energy from seven new wind farms (see Figure 
2) to be built in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia for the express purpose of serving electricity customers in 
Massachusetts, as well as 1.55 TWh of incremental firming hydro from 15 hydro facilities in Atlantic Canada. 

 

Atlantic Link – Wind Supply                        Figure 2 
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The incremental firm hydro is being provided by: 

• Nalcor Energy, the provincially-owned energy company and primary electricity provider in the province 
of Newfoundland and Labrador: 1.09 TWh annually.  

• New Brunswick Power, the provincially-owned provider of electric generation, transmission and 
distribution in the province of New Brunswick: 0.46 TWh annually.  

The strong winter wind resource in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia enables an average hourly delivery rate 
of 721 MW during winter peak hours (December through February) and 613 MW during peak hours the rest 
of the year (March through November). 

The mix of high-capacity onshore wind generation in two provinces, and hydro power from two provinces, 
allows Atlantic Link to make the following peak hour commitments to electricity customers in Massachusetts:  

• 283 MW on average of firm energy guaranteed during every winter peak hour (months of December 
through February), and  

• 249 MW on average of firm energy guaranteed during every summer peak hour (months of June through 
September).   

The new wind farms supplying Atlantic Link will have total generating capacity of almost 1,200 MW. Atlantic 
Link’s wind developers, all of whom have executed Power Purchase Agreements with CPNE to provide their 
entire output to the subsea transmission line, have strong permitting and construction track records.  These 
developers have collectively deployed more than 50,000 MW of wind generation capacity around the world. 
Wind data collected over time for each wind farm site provides a high degree of confidence in CPNE’s ability 
to meet or exceed energy delivery commitments from these new generating facilities.  

All energy for Atlantic Link was procured through a robust Open Solicitation process overseen by an 
independent administrator. More than 100 parties registered to receive information about the Open 
Solicitation. Developers representing more than 30 projects attended a bidders’ conference on January 25, 
2017. Wind bids were received in late April and hydro bids in late May, resulting in commercial discussions 
and formal agreements to enable CPNE’s energy commitments in the Clean Energy RFP. 

The Atlantic Link project will deliver its commitment of 5.69 TWh annually of clean energy, including all 
renewable attributes, for a delivered price that remains fixed for the entire term of 20 years. This flat-rate 
pricing for energy, with the attributes and benefits described in the proposal, represents outstanding value 
for Massachusetts electricity customers.  

PROJECT ATTRIBUTES  

The Atlantic Link transmission and energy supply package has features that make it a prudent and compelling 
proposition for the utilities charged with providing Massachusetts electricity customers with stable, 
economic supply that supports the Commonwealth’s long-term emissions reduction objectives. 
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Experience of Emera Inc. and Partners 
Clean Power Northeast Development benefits from significant development and construction experience 
through its parent company, Emera Inc., and the company’s operating affiliates: 

• NSP Maritime Link Inc., an indirect subsidiary of Emera (through wholly-owned Emera Newfoundland & 
Labrador Holdings), is responsible for designing, engineering, constructing, operating and maintaining the 
500 MW Maritime Link, a 110-mile subsea HVDC transmission cable. The Maritime Link project, 
scheduled to be in-service later this year, is currently on-time and on-budget. It will transmit energy from 
the island of Newfoundland to Nova Scotia, connecting Newfoundland to the North American electricity 
grid for the first time. The project will initiate commercial operations after less than three years of 
construction. The Atlantic Link project already benefits from process and project execution learnings 
from the Maritime Link project. Further benefits as Atlantic Link moves forward include: access to key 
Maritime Link personnel, understanding of the global HVDC cable market, existing vendor relationships, 
and the robust cost-management and project management expertise that have successfully delivered the 
Maritime Link project.  

• Emera Maine is an electric transmission and distribution utility that employs over 400 employees and 
serves approximately 158,000 customers across a service territory of 8,900 square miles. Emera Maine 
successfully permitted and constructed the 85-mile Northeast Reliability Interconnect (NRI), the last 345 
kV cross-border AC transmission line commissioned in the northeast. This international cross-border 
transmission line required a Presidential Permit from the U.S. Department of Energy and went into 
service in 2007. 

• Nova Scotia Power is a vertically integrated utility that employs over 1,700 employees and serves 
approximately 500,000 customers across the province of Nova Scotia. 

• Emera Utility Services has been performing power transmission maintenance and construction work in 
Atlantic Canada and the Caribbean since 1996. EUS is currently the only contractor in the Maritime 
provinces of Canada that performs live line work. The company has been involved in large-scale 
construction work for multiple clients – wind farm and power plant construction as well as transmission 
construction. EUS has experienced transmission management and field personnel with expertise in off-
road fleet, project and construction management.  

• Tampa Electric is a regulated utility providing 4,700 megawatts of electric generation as well as 
transmission and distribution service to more than 725,000 customers in greater Tampa and West 
Central Florida, with a service territory of 2,000 square miles.  

• Peoples Gas System is Florida’s largest natural gas distributor, operating more than 12,000 miles of 
natural gas distribution mains and 160 miles of transmission lines to serve more than 365,000 customers.  

• New Mexico Gas Company, the largest utility in New Mexico, maintains 12,000 miles of natural gas 
pipeline to provide service to 515,000 residential, commercial and transportation customers. 

NB Power is the largest electric utility by assets in Atlantic Canada. It owns and operates more than 4,000 
MW of generation capacity. It has more than 2,100 MW of strong transmission interconnections with its 
neighbors, with a long history of serving customers in Maine and elsewhere in New England. Its geographic 
location and strong transmission interconnections have facilitated mutually beneficial electricity trade with 
New England for many years. NB Power worked with Emera Maine on development and construction of the 

http://www.emeranl.com/en/home/themaritimelink/
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Northeast Reliability Interconnect. NB Power holds an option to participate in the Atlantic Link project as a 
minority investor.  

Nalcor Energy is the provincial energy company in Newfoundland and Labrador. It is the primary utility and 
electricity provider in the province, as well as being responsible for renewable energy resource development 
and marketing, and offshore oil and gas development. Nalcor owns and operates the 5,428 MW Churchill 
Falls hydro generating facility which provides output from that facility to Hydro-Québec under a contract that 
expires in 2041. Nalcor is currently constructing the 824 MW Muskrat Falls generating station (scheduled in-
service date of 2020). 

Supply diversity  
New England currently imports approximately 15% of its electricity. More than 70% of those imports are 
provided by Hydro-Québec. In a typical year, approximately 80% of Québec’s electricity exports to New 
England enter the region directly from Québec. The other 20% is delivered through transmission facilities in 
New Brunswick, connected to ISO-New England through the state of Maine.  

The 2017 Massachusetts Clean Energy RFP is being conducted as a result of H.4568, An Act to Promote 
Energy Diversity, signed by Governor Baker in August 2016. The legislation requires maximum achievement of 
Renewable Portfolio Standard objectives and diversity in clean energy generation by specifying that the 
Department of Energy Resources “…shall give preference to proposals that combine new Class I renewable 
portfolio eligible resources and firm hydroelectric generation”.  

Construction of Atlantic Link enables genuine diversification of the Massachusetts electricity supply mix by 
creating a strategic new transmission connection between Massachusetts and the four coastal provinces of 
Eastern Canada. The four Atlantic Canadian provinces (New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and 
Labrador, Prince Edward Island) today have 15,000 MW of capacity and an overall generation mix that is 65% 
non-emitting. Given public policy support for clean energy and emissions reductions, broad community 
acceptance of renewable generation and identified undeveloped renewable resources, there is potential for 
significantly more clean energy development to serve export markets like New England. 

The energy source diversification opportunity enabled by Atlantic Link is commercially prudent, and creates 
demonstrable system reliability benefits for New England. Current congestion on the terrestrial transmission 
system limits potential for southern New England states accessing Atlantic Canada as a clean energy supplier. 
Atlantic Link bypasses that congestion, opening the door to a new and diverse portfolio of non-emitting 
energy and capacity resources.  

Enabling further competition and price stability 
Atlantic Link is expected to operate at a capacity factor of approximately 64% - leaving the potential for an 
additional 2.9 TWh of energy to be delivered to Massachusetts, if desired. The non-contracted capacity will 
be available to suppliers on a non-firm basis and help protect Massachusetts electricity customers against 
price spikes.  

Strategic System Strengthening 
The New England states and eastern Canadian provinces collectively share a public policy objective to reduce 
economy-wide carbon emissions. Given recent and pending retirements of nuclear power plants in New 
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England, the region (and Massachusetts) will require access to new reliable, cost-effective, non-emitting 
generation.  

For northeastern North America to successfully achieve a clean energy transformation in such a way that 
electricity remains affordable for customers and the region maintains its economic competitiveness with 
neighboring jurisdictions, a key ingredient is stronger transmission ties between power pools.  

 
       Regional Collaboration = Opportunity                       Figure 3 

 

More robust transmission connections, especially those built in different regions or corridors than existing 
lines, improve system security and stability. As non-dispatchable resources come on line in adjacent control 
areas, additional transmission ties enable system reserves and existing dispatchable resources to be shared 
efficiently and economically. 

Third-party system impact studies conducted for CPNE have identified significant reliability benefits related 
to the project. These studies indicate Atlantic Link could help the bulk transmission system avoid significant 
risk of generation trips and voltage control issues. These studies are included with Atlantic Link’s RFP 
response.  
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Transmission Path Diversity   
The reliability of an electric system is augmented when there are new, large-scale interconnections to 
adjacent control areas. The benefit is greater when new transmission lines are built in corridors that are 
physically distant from existing transmission paths. Locational diversity of assets reduces system risk.  

Hydro-Québec already has three direct transmission connections with New England which are closely 
clustered along the Vermont and New Hampshire borders, as noted in Figure 4. Its existing transmission 
interfaces with New England are thus prone to being simultaneously affected by a single severe weather 
event.  

 
                                                                    Figure 4  
                              Source: Hydro-Québec public presentation to EUCI “US-Canada Energy Trade Summit” (March 2017)  

 

According to the National Weather Service, more than 37% of severe storms in the northeastern U.S. over 
the last 61 years have occurred in the last seven years. Prudent system planning favors construction of new, 
large-scale transmission interconnections that do not substantially follow the same path as existing 
transmission infrastructure.  

Atlantic Link’s geographic location relative to other large transmission facilities that serve New England,  
and its subsea path, provide the ISO-New England system with an enhanced reliability benefit.  
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Long-Term Energy Security   
The volume of hydropower being sold outside of Québec by Hydro-Québec typically approximates total 
export sales from Nalcor Energy’s 5,428 MW Churchill Falls hydro generating facility (see Figure 5). Sales into 
New England account for about 50 per cent of the sales made outside of Québec by Hydro-Québec. 

 

 
                                             Figure 5 

Prepared by Emera using information sourced from: Churchill Falls Export Sales - Nalcor Energy Annual Business and Financial Reports;  
Hydro-Québec Sales Outside Québec - HQ Annual Reports); HQ Sales to New England - HQ Sustainability Reports. 

Hydro-Québec’s current contractual access to energy from the Churchill Falls facility, through arrangements 
with Nalcor, expires in 2041. As the end of that contract draws closer, having Atlantic Link as an additional 
large-scale transmission path creates options for Massachusetts and the New England electricity system to 
secure cost-effective clean energy, including supply originating at Churchill Falls. Massachusetts has a unique 
opportunity to position the New England electricity system for future optionality by choosing Atlantic Link 
infrastructure in the 2017 Clean Energy RFP process.  
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Permitting Confidence 
Atlantic Link can be readily permitted. Its only overhead and visible facilities are the converter stations and 
substations at each end of the line. The HVDC transmission line is underwater for virtually its entire distance.   

Environmental impacts of installing HVDC cable under or on the ocean floor are minimal and temporary in 
duration. Cable installation can be scheduled when it will have the least impact on those who harvest 
resources, or on migratory species such as whales. Accordingly, valued ocean resources such as fish stocks 
and whales are not impacted in a material way.  

Successful deployment and operation of subsea HVDC electric transmission cables, around the world and 
especially in Northern Europe, provides evidence that post-installation effects of this type of infrastructure is 
essentially nil. Figure 6 provides a summary of the typical impacts of undersea, buried HVDC cables. 

Subsea 
HVDC Cable Location Summary of Reported Observations 

BassLink Australia - Tasmania 

Ecological effects have been transient and minor for cable buried in soft 
sediments. 

Unburied cable on hard substrate is colonizable and quickly utilized by reef 
species within the 3.5 year inspection timeframe. 

Magnetic and electric fields do not appear to affect utilization by reef species 

SwePol Sweden – Poland 

Studies prior to construction and one year after construction activity show 
no visible change to the seabed where the cable is buried in soft sediments.   

No identifiable changes in benthic species composition, abundance, or 
biomass related to cable construction.   

In the areas of least dynamic seabed, minor indications of construction 
remained one year after installation 

Monopole design creates detectable electromagnetic changes up to 20 m 
from the cable, significantly greater than those from a dipole cable like 
Atlantic Link. 

Baltic Cable Sweden - Germany 

No observed negative environmental impacts over several years on 
operating cables in the Baltic Sea. 

Findings during the probationary period of the cable operation conclude: 
• No impact on benthic flora or fauna along the cable route or at 

electrode sites. 
• No major impact on fish; it does appear to locally confuse eels, but is 

not an obstacle to eel migration out of the Baltic Sea. 

TransBay 
Cable 

San Francisco, CA 

Survey and modeling of the magnetic field of the Trans Bay Cable do indicate 
a detectable field, but unrelated anomalies generated by unrelated 
infrastructure, such as large bridges, can be up to 100 times larger.  

Subsea Cable Impact Observations           Figure 6 
  

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468013316300316
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468013316300316
http://www.vliz.be/imisdocs/publications/56715.pdf
http://www.hubnet.org.uk/filebyid/792/SeaElectrodes.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/294301290_Environmental_concerns_related_to_existing_and_planned_technical_installations_in_the_Baltic_Sea
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0148543
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0148543
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There are now more than 25 undersea HVDC cables in service or permitted around the world (see Figure 7), 
primarily in Europe (see Figure 8).   

 

HVDC Subsea Cables Around the World         Figure 7 
 
 

 

            HVDC Subsea Cables in Northern Europe       Figure 8 
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Maritime Link, Emera’s new 110-mile transmission connector between Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, will 
be the longest subsea interconnector in North America upon completion later this year. 

Experience with this type of infrastructure speaks to the capability and reliability of HVDC subsea technology 
and its consistent performance in multiple deployments with essentially no adverse environmental impacts 
post-installation. 

Limited Land issues 
The execution of Atlantic Link requires that only two parcels of land be acquired. These parcels, depicted in 
Figure 9, are both under option by Emera. 

 
        Plymouth Landfall Configuration                      Coleson Cove Cable Departure Configuration     
        Atlantic Link – Onshore Transmission Facilities         Figure 9 
 
 

Both the departure point and landfall for Atlantic Link are to be constructed on property currently used for, 
or adjacent to property presently used for, electrical infrastructure.   

Emera has initiated engagement with the community and interested stakeholders in Massachusetts, 
including an open house on July 11, 2017 with interested Plymouth residents who live closest to the 
proposed Atlantic Link converter station and substation facilities. More than 750 invitations were delivered to 
those neighbors; 25 area residents and about 20 other interested individuals from Plymouth attended 
(Figures 10 & 11). Initial feedback on both the project concept and Emera’s approach to inform and engage 
local residents has been, on balance, positive. 
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                Figure 10 
 
 

                                                            

Atlantic Link Community Open House         Figure 11 

 

Stakeholder Support for New Transmission 
Atlantic Link is committed to active stakeholder engagement that results in regulatory confidence and 
community support for all facilities related to the project.  

The project has had dialogue with interested parties in and near host communities for both cable departure 
and landing sites. The project has engaged commercial fish harvesters in the Bay of Fundy, the Gulf of Maine 
and Cape Cod Bay; organizations focused on marine conservation and species protection; environmental 
advocates; and with state, provincial and federal agencies that have a direct or indirect interest in the project 
or the communities Atlantic Link touches. Outreach is ongoing.     

In addition to building confidence in the proposed route and new facilities that will be constructed to serve 
clean energy requirements in Massachusetts, stakeholder engagement is focused on early identification of 
areas of concern, allowing for options or reasonable mitigation strategies to be discussed, developed and 
implemented.  
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Some of the organizations with whom the Atlantic Link project team has engaged include:    

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation   

Atlantica Centre for Energy  

Bureau of Ocean Energy Management  

Canadian Coast Guard 
(Marine Communications & Traffic Services)  

Center for Coastal Studies (Provincetown, MA)  

City of Saint John (New Brunswick)  

Department of Marine Resources (Maine)  

Downeast Lobstermen’s Association  

Environmental Protection Agency  

Fundy North Fishermen’s Association  
(New Brunswick) 

Gloucester Fisheries Commission (MA) 

Governor’s Energy Office (Maine)  

Grand Manan Fishermen’s Association  
(New Brunswick)  

Gulf of Maine Research Institute  

Huntsman Marine Science Centre (New Brunswick)  

Island Institute (Maine)  

Jones River Landing Environmental Heritage Center 
(Kingston, MA) 

Kwilmu’kw Maw-klusuaqn/ Mi’kmaq Rights 
Initiative (Nova Scotia)  

Maine Coast Fishermen’s Association  

Marshfield (MA) Lobstermen’s Association  

Maine Fishermen’s Forum (2017)  

Maine Lobstermen’s Association  

Maine Lobstering Union  

Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe (MA) 

Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries  

Massachusetts Lobstermen’s Association 

Massachusetts Department  
of Environmental Protection  

Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management  

National Energy Board (Canada)  

National Marine Sanctuary (Stellwagen Bank) 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  
(NOAA Fisheries)  

Naval Facilities Engineering Command  

New Brunswick Department of Energy  
and Resource Development  

New Brunswick Department of Environment  
& Local Government  

New Hampshire Office of Energy and Planning  

Penobscot Nation (Indian Island, ME)  

Plymouth, MA Board of Selectmen  

Plymouth, MA Chamber of Commerce  

Plymouth Harbor Lobstermen’s Association (MA) 

Port of Saint John (New Brunswick)  

Saint John Chamber of Commerce  
(New Brunswick) 

St. Mary’s First Nation (New Brunswick)  

Stellwagen Bank Charter Boat Association   

United States Army Corps of Engineers  

United States Coast Guard  

United States Department of Energy 

United States Fish & Wildlife Service  

Wolastoq Nation (Grand Chief) 
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Early stakeholder input informed a marine survey of potential Atlantic Link cable routes that was conducted 
in May 2017. A more detailed marine survey is scheduled for 2018. Multiple subsea cable route options have 
been considered in the process, informed by input from Atlantic Link’s stakeholder community.  

Atlantic Link has had an active website since January 2017 (www.atlanticlink.com) to provide general 
awareness of the project, updates on progress and stakeholder engagement, and to receive feedback.   

Stakeholder Support for New Wind  
The proposed onshore wind farms that are part of Atlantic Link’s supply mix are also readily permitted.  
Today, more than 890 MW of wind capacity is in-service in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. To date, there 
has been 100% success in permitting utility-scale wind generating facilities in the two provinces: every wind 
farm selected for a Power Purchase Agreement in the four provinces of Atlantic Canada (to serve provincial 
utilities, or for export to New England) has been permitted and constructed. This is partly due to low 
population density but also societal support for construction of new renewable energy as an essential 
element of long-term carbon emissions reductions. The economic benefit for host communities is also a 
consideration. Developers have learned to select and develop sites where community concerns are minimal 
and can be addressed during development, and where it is possible to mitigate environmental impacts. 
Further, the region appreciates the long term benefit of supporting a clean energy sector and contributing to 
a cleaner regional air shed. 

Political Support 
Atlantic Link and its supply strategy have strong endorsement from provincial governments in Atlantic 
Canada, including those with Crown-owned utilities.  Letters of support from the Governments of New 
Brunswick and Nova Scotia are appended to the Atlantic Link proposal. Each province is supporting 
development and successful execution of this project. Each province has more aggressive renewable energy 
standards than those currently in place in Massachusetts; each is committed through the Conference of New 
England Governors and Eastern Canadian Premiers to collaboration across the Northeast for a cleaner 
electricity sector.  

High Wind Content 
Massachusetts has long recognized the environmental benefit of new Class I energy resources and 
acknowledged that benefit with a financial premium in the form of Renewable Energy Credits. Section 
83D(a), Chapter 169 of the Acts of 2008, as amended by Chapter 188 of the Acts of 2016, An Act to Promote 
Energy Diversity recognizes this value:  

 “The Department of Energy Resources shall give preference to proposals that combine new Class I 
renewable portfolio eligible resources and firm hydroelectric generation and demonstrate a benefit 
to low-income ratepayers in the Commonwealth without adding cost to the project.” 

New Class I generation will result in additional, incremental emissions reductions in the northeast region. 
New wind generation built for and delivered by Atlantic Link is estimated to offset approximately 2.2 million 
tons of carbon emissions each year – a significant contribution toward achievement of legislated 
requirements under the Massachusetts Global Warming Solution Act which requires reductions in 

http://www.atlanticlink.com/
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greenhouse gas emissions from each sector of the economy summing to a total reduction in 2050 of 80% 
below the 1990 baseline emission level. 

The majority of hydro generation that will serve Massachusetts via Atlantic Link is new construction (Muskrat 
Falls in Labrador). This commitment will displace emitting resources that currently serve electricity customers 
in the Commonwealth.  

The substantial newly built wind energy delivered by Atlantic Link will result in the greatest emissions 
reductions for Massachusetts, when compared with other proposed projects.  

Direct Delivery to Massachusetts 
Atlantic Link interconnects with the ISO-New England system in southeastern Massachusetts: new wind and 
hydro energy delivered directly into the Commonwealth’s electric distribution utilities. From an electric 
system operational perspective, it is like having the Atlantic Link’s clean energy generation physically located 
just off the coast of Massachusetts. This clean energy will offset emitting generation in Massachusetts, 
creating a real (versus contractual) benefit in achieving GHG emissions reductions. Similarly, non-emitting 
energy from Atlantic Link will directly replace non-emitting energy currently being produced by the Pilgrim 
nuclear station. Since 2009, Pilgrim has averaged production of almost 5.4 TWh annually; Atlantic Link will 
deliver 5.69 TWh annually.  

Ease of Interconnection 
Atlantic Link will interconnect to the bulk power system at Plymouth, using facilities currently serving the 
Pilgrim nuclear station. Repurposing existing transmission facilities benefits Massachusetts electricity 
customers. CPNE commissioned an independent assessment for preparation of the Atlantic Link proposal 
which concluded new transmission system upgrades required to enable the project’s interconnection in 
Plymouth should be minimal.  

Economic Impact for Massachusetts 
Atlantic Link’s landfall in Massachusetts creates economic benefit to the Commonwealth.  

The project will deliver an estimated $260 million in capital investment, as well as more than 900 full-time 
equivalent construction jobs and $217 million in wages for Massachusetts workers.  

The Town of Plymouth will receive ongoing tax revenue of $2.5 million annually, for the term of Atlantic 
Link’s contract resulting from the Clean Energy RFP.  

In addition, Emera Inc. will contribute $750,000 annually for the benefit of low income customers in the 
Commonwealth by augmenting energy-related programs delivered in the Plymouth area by the South Shore 
Community Action Council. Clean Power Northeast, on behalf of Emera, has made a commitment to SSCAC 
for this funding over the term of the PPA that would be signed with Massachusetts electric utilities; the Board 
of SSCAC has agreed to deliver programs in a manner that maximizes direct benefit for low-income residents 
served by the agency.  

The local tax income and low-income commitment by Atlantic Link are direct, positive offsets to the loss of 
local economic benefits associated with the closure of the Pilgrim nuclear station in 2019.  
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Cost Containment 
The Atlantic Link proposal offers commitments to protect Massachusetts electricity customers: 

• 50 - 50 sharing with customers respecting increases or decreases in Atlantic Link’s capital cost relative to 
its $1.8 billion budget (excluding financing and system upgrade costs), with a cap at $ 2.1 billion. This 
limits customer exposure to capital cost overage at $150 million. 

• Shared risk on changes to interest rates, versus the benchmark rate assumption in the Atlantic Link 
proposal. Emera assumes credit risk spread. Customers assume risk of any change in the underlying 
benchmark. 

Aggregator Structure 
Clean Power Northeast Development has ownership of energy being delivered on the Atlantic Link 
transmission cable, through contractual obligations with energy suppliers: it will be aggregator for the 5.69 
TWh of energy being delivered to Massachusetts. This provides significant advantages for Massachusetts 
electric distribution companies as the contracting entities. CPNE’s parent company, Emera, is a well-
capitalized energy company ($23 billion in assets; revenue of more than $3 billion in 2016) with a track record 
of successfully executing greenfield developments, including a similar subsea transmission project in Atlantic 
Canada.  

The portfolio of energy suppliers for Atlantic Link, selected through a robust, competitive open solicitation 
process, provides a diverse supply base. This diversity will be delivered to the Massachusetts EDCs without 
the usual risk and complexity of engaging seven different counterparties. Emera’s wholly-owned subsidiary, 
Clean Power Northeast Development, is the only entity making commitments to the EDCs: a single, stable 
counterparty accountable for performance under the long-term contract.  

 

       Atlantic Link – Commercial Structure                 Figure 12 
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CONCLUSION  
Atlantic Link is the low-cost option for delivering an optimal blend of Class I renewable energy and 
hydropower directly to Massachusetts. It proposes flat-rate pricing for 20 years. It uses existing electricity 
infrastructure that might otherwise be dormant after the retirement of Pilgrim nuclear station, and 
significantly offsets lost tax revenue for the Town of Plymouth. It creates substantial economic activity in the 
Commonwealth during construction, and lasting flexibility and value to electricity customers once in-service. 
The project proposes direct investment in low-income programs that serve residents of Massachusetts, in the 
communities that will host the new facilities related to Atlantic Link. It puts in place a new corridor for energy 
flow between New England and Atlantic Canada, creating geographic diversity, enhanced system reliability 
and flexibility for generations. It enables access to new large-scale clean energy resources currently 
inaccessible to electricity customers in Massachusetts (and New England). Atlantic Link is proposed by a 
company with substantial energy investments in New England today. Emera’s experience, balance sheet and 
project development track record provide confidence in the successful delivery against timelines and 
commitments sought by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in the Clean Energy RFP. 
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